
SCOTT VORSE 

Carolco was formed in 1986 by Mary Kasar and a guy named 
Andy Vonyer. Vonyer has now since left. Kasar has been one 
of the most successful producers the producer as opposed 
to the director is the one that more from a business point 
of view puts the whole project together. Carolco has 
produced Terminator 2, L.A. Story, Basic Instinct, Rambo, 
Universal Soldier and very recently, Cliffhanger. So they 
have been an extremely successful producer of product. Now, 
what's interesting is how in spite of all it's successes, 
it's basically not in bankruptcy but on the verge of 
bankruptcy and has tremendous financial problems, and what 
they get to is when even though they've made a very 
successful profitable film from a revenue point of view , by 
the time you put in all the money for production and that 
gets repaid, all the money to pay to the distributors, all 
the money from marketing, all the overhead, all the 
development, er, it gets to be a very expensive and um, a 
low return business when it's all said and done. What 
Carolco is now trying to do is focus on four to five big 
international action films a year, and those would be of the 
type of the Rambo 4, or a Cliffhanger, or a Terminator 3 or 
Total Recall 2, and those would be bigger international 
films than if a film cost $50 million, you could pre-sell to 
these partners, and these partners put up money for direct 
rights. In essence, to limit the exposure of the 
production. So in essence, if a film cost fifty million, 
you could sell enough rights for maybe thirty, thirty-five 
million, so there's a limited amount of money that Carolco 
actually has to come up with and has to actually risk. And 
then the benefit to the partners is that they will get the 
actual distribution rights to these films. 

RICHARD MAIDMENT 

These partners of Carolco are coming together in part 
because there's some very new developments in the way that 
movies will be able to reach an audience. Scott Vorse 
outlines the scenario of one of the most important of 
Carolco's partners, Telecommunications Incorporated, or TCI. 

SCOTT VORSE 

There are traditional windows of a ....of a theatrical 
window for six months and then a home video for maybe 
another six to twelve months and then a pay preview and then 
a pay and then free TV. The most recent thing that has 
come up is the whole pre-theatrical pay preview. And, er 
this is something that John Malone and the people at TCI are 
trying to do. And they have...it's a contingent investment 
to Carolco of approximately 90 million dollars and that 
investment is dependent on Carolco and TCI agreeing to 
basically one film a year over a four year period, which 
will be pre-theatrical, pay preview movies. Now what 
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Malone is trying to do, what the TCI people are trying to 
do, is they, they are laying the ....call it the highway for 
all this technology to be able to deliver the product 
directly from the production company to the consumer on 
demand whenever they want to see it very quickly. The 
little boxes are going to sit on top of our desk. What they 
want to do is get people as comfortable as soon as possible 
in how to use that technology. And so if Terminator 3 is, 
for example, the film in 1995 and they can advertise it and 
get x million homes to use their box and use their 
mechanism, well, all of a sudden, you know, people get 
comfortable with the technology and now they will start to 
use it. And that's his whole reason. Now the theatre 
owners are, obviously, now...for them, this is disastrous, 
this is what they were very worried about. You're going to 
be able to sit at home and say 'Well, I can see T3 next 
week or I can see it this week or maybe even the same night 
instead of spending thirty bucks to have, you know, going 
out with my wife or my kids and popcorn and everything....I 
can see it in the pleasure of my home on almost a comparable 
type of experience. That's something, you know, that 
they're very worried about. 

RICHARD MAIDMENT 

Allen de Bevoise of AND communications, picks up and 
develops the likely impact of these new technologies on the 
entertainment industry. 

ALLEN DE BEVOISE 

Well, I think there are several different implications. One 
is just the access issue. In other words, today, if you 
want to go see a movie at home you typically have to go to a 
video store and bring it to your house and look at it and 
then go back to the video store. One of the implications, I 
think, for watching movies, or experiencing music or any 
kind of television programming is that there could be this 
environment where we call it the 'on demand' environment. 
You decide that you want to watch 'Ghandi' or 'Amadeus' or 
whatever the film you like to watch, you can watch it 
anytime you want. Anytime you decide to do that. And also 
you have an ability to browse these databases if you.... to 
browse these movie collections and say.... you know, I'm 
interested in a comedy, or I'd like to see a movie with Mel 
Gibson in it. These kinds of issues where you can sort of 
process this information and get some interesting ideas and 
say 'Oh yeah, let's look at Gallipoli as an example'...so I 
think one model is that it will make it much more convenient 
for people to actually watch the things they already do. 

The second is really new forms of entertainment, that may 
come about because of this. Interactive forms. More 
sophisticated video games, collaborative type of gaming 
environment. And inter-active edu-tainment. For example, 
in the United States there was a very popular show on 
television called the Civil War, and of course many of the 
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wonderful programmes that the BBC has put on in public 
television in the United States have been very, very 
popular. The issue is can you actually create edu-tainments 
or educational/entertaining information and materials that 
people will be interested on a consumer level as well. So 
there are lots of different implications. I think the 
entertainment industry will see a major revolution in terms 
of how it delivers products to the home in particular, and I 
think this is going to drive a lot of changes in the 
entertainment industry in terms of what kind of 
relationships they have, what kind of alliances are created, 
who starts to buy who. I think we're going to start to see 
some very interesting relationships that way. But 
ultimately, for the user, for the consumer, it's good news, 
because it means we'll have a lot more access, a lot more 
choices, and hopefully also the prices will start to come 
down because it will be more and more and more pervasive. 

RICHARD MAIDMENT 

In this vision, the consumer or viewer is King. There will 
be no need to go to the cinema or the video store, movies 
and a host of other entertainment, as well as information 
services, will be instantly available. The impact on the 
industry, and indeed, culturally, will be profound. So the 
future apparently holds fewer studios. There will be global 
strategic alliances between software companies, hardware 
companies, telephone companies, and cable operators. The 
world of entertainment and information will merge to some 
extent. So what will become of Hollywood in this new world? 
Nobody quite knows. But the past suggests that Hollywood 
will adapt, and it will continue to have a quite 
extraordinary hold on our collective imagination. 
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